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Abstract14

Understanding glaciers structural heterogeneity is crucial for assessing their fate. Yet,15

places where structure changes are strong, such as crevasses fields, are often inaccessi-16

ble for direct instrumentation. To overcome this limitation, we introduce an innovative17

technique that transforms seismic sources, here generated by crevasses, into virtual re-18

ceivers using source-to-receiver spatial reciprocity. We demonstrate that phase interfer-19

ence patterns between well-localized seismic sources can be leveraged to retrieve phase20

velocity maps using Seismic Michelson Interferometry. The obtained phase velocity ex-21

hibits sensitivity to changes in glacier structure, offering insights into the origins of me-22

chanical property changes, with spatial resolution surpassing traditional methods by a23

factor of five. In particular, we observe sharp variations in phase velocity related to strongly-24

damaged subsurface areas indicating a complex 3-D medium. Applying this method more25

systematically and in other contexts will enhance our understanding of the structure of26

glaciers and other seismogenic environments.27

Plain Language Summary28

1 Introduction29

Monitoring structural heterogeneities of materials is crucial for assessing their me-30

chanical behavior, ranging from biological tissues like bones (Hernigou, 2022) to geolog-31

ical formations such as rocks (Pyrak-Nolte et al., 2005), landslides (Chmiel, Walter, et32

al., 2021), earthquakes (Marty et al., 2019), and glaciers (Nanni et al., 2022). In the con-33

text of ice shelves and glaciers, mechanical heterogeneity, particularly manifested through34

crevasses, plays a key role in preconditioning disintegration and influencing ice flow (e.g.,35

Pine Island, Thwaites ice shelves, Marmolada glacier; Lhermitte et al., 2020; Taylor et36

al., 2023).37

Crevasses, which primarily form near the surface under extensive stress regimes (Van der38

Veen, 1998), exhibit a wide range of depths, from a few tens of meters if air-filled (Schuster39

& Rigsby, 1954) to the full glacier thickness if water-filled (Chandler & Hubbard, 2023).40

Crevasses facilitate the routing of surface meltwater to the sub-glacial environment, sig-41

nificantly modifying the ice-bed mechanical coupling and glacier thermal regime (Gagliardini42

& Werder, 2018; Gilbert et al., 2020).43

Probing the impact of such heterogeneities on the mechanical properties of the medium44

is, however, challenging due to limited in-situ sampling possibilities. Consequently, re-45

mote sensing techniques, particularly passive seismic methods, are often employed to in-46

vestigate mechanical heterogeneity. Passive seismic techniques traditionally consist in47

tracking the spatial coherence of the continuously-recorded seismic wavefield (noise) through48

an array of sensors (e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Curtis et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2012; Share49

et al., 2019). Applications of these techniques on glaciers include monitoring temporal50

changes in ice masses (Mordret et al., 2016), changes at the ice-bed interface (Zhan, 2019)51

and spatial changes in ice thickness (Sergeant et al., 2020).52

One challenge with using noise sources is ensuring azimuthal equipartitioning of53

sources (Lobkis & Weaver, 2001; Fichtner et al., 2019). Recent studies have adopted a54

different approach with impulsive sources of known positions (Walter et al., 2015; Gim-55

bert, Nanni, et al., 2021). In Gimbert, Nanni, et al. (2021) these sources were located56

using automatic Matched Field Processing (MFP) on continuous seismic records from57

an Alpine glacier. Analyzing these sources through Rayleigh surface wave travel-time-58

delays tomography (font map; Fig. 1) revealed, at first order, a non-unique relationship59

between crevasse occurrence and seismic phase velocities, offering insights into the glacier60

structure. Locations with higher crevasse occurrence were generally associated with lower61

phase velocities (< 1550 m.s−1, southwest glacier flank; Fig. 1). This observation was62

however not systematic, since higher velocities (> 1630 m.s−1) were also observed where63
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Figure 1. (a) Monitoring set-up on the Glacier d’Argentière. Red diamonds show the 98

seismic sensors. Black lines show 50 m-spaced ice thickness contours. Square blue dots show

the seismic events location. Colored area shows phase velocities from Rayleigh-wave travel-time

tomography at 13 Hz as in Figure 8 in Gimbert, Nanni, et al. (2021). Crevasses location (black)

is shown on the background. Glacier flows toward northwest (black arrow in (b)). (b) Aerial

view provided by Bruno Jourdain. The study area is located at c. 2400m of elevation and at

45°57’80”N 6°58’43”E.

crevasses are also present (northeast glacier flank; Fig. 1). This complexity highlights64

how phase velocity may also be influenced by other parameters such as ice thickness and65

micro-structure. Obtaining conclusive results regarding the effect of structural hetero-66

geneity on glacier seismic structure is thus hindered by the difficulty of sampling the wave-67

field outside of areas where instrumentation is possible.68

Here, we introduce an innovative technique that utilizes source-to-receiver spatial69

reciprocity (Knopoff & Gangi, 1959) to transform impulsive seismic sources into virtual70

receivers. This approach enables direct sampling of the wavefield within otherwise in-71

accessible areas. We demonstrate that phase interference patterns (Curtis, 2009) between72

well-localized seismic events can be leveraged to retrieve phase velocity maps at an un-73

precedented spatial resolution. Our method gives access to previously unreachable seis-74

mogenic regions, akin to deploying a dense seismic array within such areas.75
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2 Data and Methods76

2.1 Data and Study area77

We use a catalog of seismic events collected within the framework of the RESOLVE78

project (Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021) in the ablation zone of the Argentière Glacier in79

the French Alps. The catalog was obtained from an array of 98 3-component geophones80

(Fairfield Nodal Z-Land) deployed over an area of 650 m x 800 m, with a 40 to 50 m station-81

interspacing (red diamonds; Fig. 1). Continuous acquisitions were conducted over a 35-82

day period during the onset of the 2018 melt season, from April to June. The glacier thick-83

ness at the array location varies from 100 to 260 m (black lines; Fig. 1), and the glacier84

flow surface velocity reached 80 m.yr−1 during the study period (Gimbert, Nanni, et al.,85

2021).86

The catalog encompasses 10,514 seismic events (blue squares; Fig. 1) localized with87

MFP at 11 ± 2 Hz and compiled by Gimbert, Nanni, et al. (2021) and Nanni et al. (2022).88

For each source, the MFP yields an optimized (x, y, z) location together with a phase89

velocity optimized over all source-to-receiver paths . This catalog offers a meter-scale90

resolution on the (x, y) plane (0.7–1 MFP output range; Nanni et al., 2022). We select91

seismic sources located near the glacier surface, within 400 m from the array center. The92

event are pulses (< 1sec) of similar waveforms propagating through the entire array with93

a predominant contribution from Rayleigh waves (Fig. S1) and are best described by a94

point-source mechanism (Eq. 2 in Nanni et al., 2022).95

2.2 Methods96

2.2.1 Waveform synchronization97

At each receiver (geophone) we synchronize all 10,514 waveforms. For each event98

(Fig. S1a) we subtract the source-receiver propagation time based on the source-receiver99

distance and the associated phase velocity. We average these synchronized waveforms100

over the 98 receivers and cross-correlate this averaged waveform to each of the 98 wave-101

forms to obtain an absolute origin time t0. Finally, we subtract t0 to each of the 10,514102

waveforms throughout the receiver array and obtain, for each receiver, a synchronized103

dataset (Fig. S1b) with a time accuracy of 5 ms (Nyquist criteria given a 400 Hz sam-104

pling rate).105

2.2.2 Surface Wave Diffraction Kernels106

In order to retrieve phase velocity maps at the location of the seismic sources, we107

first construct Diffraction Kernels (DKs). DKs emerge from interference patterns between108

two wavefields and are dominated by surface waves (Walker, 2012; Fichtner et al., 2016).109

DKs are highly sensitive to the velocity structure as they carry phase information related110

to the diffraction of seismic waves from small-scale features in the medium. DKs are en-111

tirely data-based so no model calculation are needed. We compute the DKs using both112

convolution-based interferometry DKconv and correlation-based interferometry DKcorr113

(Eqs. 3 and 4 in Chmiel et al., 2018). Considering a 2D-space geometry, pairs of receivers114

in r1 and r2, and a set of sources s (in rs), DKconv and DKcorr are defined as:115

DKconv(ω; rs, r1, r2) = G(ω; rs, r1)G(ω; rs, r2) (1)

DKcorr(ω; rs, r1, r2) = G(ω; rs, r1)G
∗(ω; rs, r2), (2)

where G(ω; rs, r1) is the Fourier transform of the recorded signal at angular frequency116

ω and ∗ expresses the conjugate operation. DKcorr are derived from phase differences117

while DKconv rely on phase additions. DKconv necessitates the synchronization of sources118

with receivers.119
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We focus here on the phase variations, so amplitude-related issues associated with120

the physical coupling of receivers and sources to the medium cancel out. This empha-121

sis on phase underscores the dominant role played by local velocity variations, aligning122

with the primary objective of surface wave tomography. However, it restricts the explo-123

ration of local attenuation, which, given our near-field configuration (investigated wave-124

length of ∼ 150 m and array geometry of ∼ 400×400 m), can be considered a second-125

order effect.126

Following the reciprocity principle (Knopoff & Gangi, 1959), the roles of sources127

and receivers can be physically interchanged. This reciprocity implies that a geophone128

can be considered either a source or a receiver, and the same applies to an icequake. Con-129

sequently, the spatial sampling of the DKs depends on the distribution of icequakes (10,514130

points) and is no longer constrained by the spatial sampling of the geophone (98 points).131

This is where stands the key difference with classical surface-wave tomography approach132

where the spatial resolution and extent of the tomographic image is solely defined by the133

geophone array.134

2.2.3 Seismic Michelson Interferometry135

After computing the DKs, we image the medium using an iterative inversion scheme136

based on the Seismic Michelson Interferometry (SMI). This method has been applied suc-137

cessfully on empirical and synthetic datasets to retrieve phase velocity spatial variations138

(Chmiel et al., 2018; Chmiel, Roux, et al., 2021). The objective of SMI is to generate139

a high-resolution image of the subsurface by projecting the observed seismic interference140

patterns, DKs, on a modeled phase-velocity space F . Similar to optical interferometry141

and Eikonal tomography (Lin et al., 2009), SMI accounts for bent rays and operates with-142

out the need for travel-time measurements. Moreover, SMI is a data-driven inversion tech-143

nique distinct from Full Waveform Inversion-based methods (Métivier et al., 2013).144

The first step is an iterative tomographic inversion at a given pair of receiver and145

over all sources. We model theoretical phase-dependent interference patterns (Eqs. 6 and146

7 in Chmiel et al., 2018) for a given receiver pair r1 and r2 and a source position rs as:147

Fconv(ω; rs, r1, r2; c) = exp(
iω

c
(∥rs − r1∥+ ∥rs − r2 ∥), (3)

Fcorr(ω; rs, r1, r2; c) = exp(
iω

c
(∥rs − r1∥ − ∥rs − r2 ∥). (4)

The single-frequency diffraction formulation places local constraint on the phase veloc-148

ity c at the location of the receiver pair and the source. Similarly to Eikonal tomogra-149

phy (Lin et al., 2009) and in contrast with Rayleigh-wave travel-time tomography (Fig.1),150

this means that the obtained phase velocities are independent of the source-receiver paths151

(Virieux et al., 2017; Chmiel, Roux, et al., 2021).152

Then, we iteratively match the data-based DKs to the synthetic F to optimize the153

local phase velocity. We define a least-squares misfit function as:154

∥Fconv −DKconv∥2 + ∥Fcorr −DKcorr∥2, (5)

with an initial phase velocity of the medium of 1589 m.s−1 (i.e., mean of the MFP-optimized155

velocities; Nanni et al., 2022). At each iteration we minimize Eq. 5 using a gradient-156

based optimization and from the local residual we update the phase velocity at each source157

(Eqs. 5 and 6 in Chmiel, Roux, et al., 2021). The iteration process stops when the nor-158

malized misfit reaches less than 4%. At a given source, this means that the local phase159

difference between the observed DKs and the synthetic F is turned iteratively into a lo-160

cal phase velocity, making the results independent across neighboring events. The iter-161

ations permit to avoid cycle skipping issues that could arise from phase differences that162

are too strong. The joint inversion of DKconv and DKcorr allows to optimize the balance163

between resolution and robustness (Fig. 9 in Chmiel et al., 2018).164
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Figure 2. Phase patterns of the Data-based Diffraction Kernels (DKs) obtained at 11 ± 2

Hz from (a) convolution-based and (b) correlation-based interferometry between two receivers of

the array in r1 and r2 (green pentagrams) and displayed at each icequake location. Contour lines

show where the theoretical isophases switch sign, i.e. at [−π, 0, π] (Eqs.3, 4 ; Fig. S2). (c, lower

panel) distribution of local phase velocities (green) obtained at a given icequake location (shown

in s, green hexagram) for all receiver pairs. A Cauchy-Lorentz distribution is fitted on the data

(red line).

Finally, we perform the inversion for each of the 4,753 receiver pairs ( Nreceiver×(Nreceiver−1)
2 )165

and obtain for each source a local phase velocity distribution (Fig. 2c). We define the166

local velocity at a given source as the peak value of the distribution and define the as-167

sociated uncertainty as the standard deviation of the distribution. We note that the value168

of the standard deviation represents the measurement error, but also includes the spa-169

tial variability of the phase velocity inside the array (Fig.1) as well as potential anisotropy170

effects (Sergeant et al., 2020). As the phase velocity results from a statistical ensemble171

average over all DKs, and since source location uncertainties are independent from one172

source to another (Nanni et al., 2022), the single source location uncertainty is diluted173

in the statistics, broadening the distribution. Finally, as we solely depend on surface wave174

issued from icequakes located close to the glacier surface (within one wavelength) and175

given that there is no trade-off between (x, y) and (z) source localization (Nanni et al.,176

2022), the source depth uncertainty is expected to have no effect in our analysis.177

3 Results178

In Figure 2a, b (blue to red fringes), we present the data-based Diffraction Ker-179

nels (DKs) acquired at 11 ± 2 Hz at one receiver pair from the 10,514 sources. Over the180

study area, we observe alternating phase values manifested as diffraction ’fringes’ in both181

DKconv and DKcorr. These fringes, reminiscent of classical Michelson fringes in optics182

(Shankland, 1974), underscore the coherence of the wavefield. The DKconv (Fig. 2a) ex-183

hibits an elliptical shape with a primary area of influence being located between the two184

receivers. This alignment is expected from sensitivity kernels for surface waves and pro-185

vide information about the extent of the Fresnel zones (i.e., the region of constructive186
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Figure 3. Phase velocity map at 11 ± 2 Hz obtained (a) from Seismic Michelson Interferom-

etry (SMI) and (b) from Match Field Processing (MFP). Black lines show ice thickness contours

and diamond markers show geophones location. Crevasses location is shown on the background.

(c) Distribution of the SMI-phase velocity variability (green) and of the SMI-phase velocity un-

certainty (blue).

interference Guest & Clouston, 1950; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2002). Conversely, the DKcorr187

(Fig. 2b) presents a hyperbolic shape with phase oscillations linked to the stationary-188

phase area aligned with the two receivers (Snieder, 2004; Roux et al., 2004; Walker, 2012;189

Fichtner et al., 2016). Alongside the observed phase variations, we show contour lines190

(black lines in Fig. 2a, b) associated with the theoretical iso-phase computed from Eqs. 1191

and 2 for a uniform velocity (Fig. S2 for the full phase pattern). The alignment between192

the DKs and the theoretical iso-phase highlights the suitability of our phase velocity op-193

timization (Eq. 5). Additionally, we observe that the spatial distribution of sources is194

dense enough to avoid spatial aliasing in sampling of the DKs. Finally, the rapid spa-195

tial fluctuations observed between neighboring sources underscore the limited influence196

of the receiver-array geometry as well as the importance of having a large number of well-197

localized sources.198

In Figure 2c, we present the phase velocity distribution obtained for one source (s,199

green hexagram in Fig. 2a, b). The distribution is optimally fitted by a Lorentzian func-200

tion, from which we take the maximum as the local phase velocity. Such a narrow dis-201

tribution, compared to a Gaussian distribution as in Chmiel, Roux, et al. (2021), under-202

scores the accuracy of our results, marking a departure from conventional methods and203

reassessing the robustness of local phase velocity determination.204

In Figure 3a, b, we present the phase velocities at 11 ± 2 Hz obtained from Seis-205

mic Michelson Interferometry (SMI) and from Matched Field Processing (MFP). For the206

SMI map (Fig. 3a) we show, at each source location, the peak of the local phase veloc-207

ity distribution obtained from the collection of 4,753 convolution and correlation DKs208

as illustrated in Figure 2c. For the MFP map (Fig. 3b) we show at each source location,209

the phase velocity optimized in the MFP process (Nanni et al., 2022). While the SMI210

velocities are obtained with local constraints (Eqs. 3 and 4 ), the MFP velocities rep-211

resent the medium’s phase velocities as averaged over all source-to-station paths. At first212
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order, and especially near the glacier flanks, the two methods exhibit similar character-213

istics to the previous surface wave inversions conducted on the receiver array through214

travel-time tomography (Fig. 1; Fig. S3). At finer spatial scale, and especially in the north-215

ern part of the array, we observe local discrepancies between the travel-time tomography-216

based velocity field and the SMI-based velocity field (Fig. 3; Fig. S3). Such discrepan-217

cies occur over small spatial scales (< 50 m) and are likely related to the different spa-218

tial resolutions associated with the two velocity maps. Comparing the SMI and MFP219

maps reveals analogous spatial heterogeneities centering around the expected value for220

ice phase velocity (∼ 1580 m.s−1 at 11 Hz; Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021), with SMI-inverted221

velocities of 1594 ± 21 m.s−1 and MFP-inverted velocities of 1589± 12 m.s−1. Never-222

theless, SMI-inverted velocities reveal faster changes (higher spatial resolution) and sharper223

contrasts (a larger range of velocities) in the phase velocity field. The higher spatial res-224

olution is likely related to the dense spatial distribution of icequakes, which provide more225

’sensors’ due to the reciprocity principle. The larger range of velocities may be due to226

the MFP method optimizing velocities over all source-to-station paths, while the SMI227

method locally optimizes the velocity thus preserving local heterogeneity.228

In Figure 3c, we show the distribution of the spatial variability of the phase veloc-229

ity obtained from SMI (absolute deviation to the mean) and the distribution of the ve-230

locity uncertainty. The SMI-velocities vary by up to 60 m.s−1 and the associated uncer-231

tainties are restricted within the [10-20] m.s−1 range. In Figure S4b we show the spa-232

tial distribution of the uncertainties and see that higher uncertainty occurs where the233

source density is lower, likely resulting from a poorly constrained fit between the data-234

based DKs and the theoretical interference fringes (Fig. 3a, b). No clear relationship how-235

ever occurs between velocity variability and velocity uncertainty.236

4 Discussion237

4.1 Spatial Variations in Phase Velocity and Glacier Structure238

In Figure4a, we assess the spatial resolution of the SMI phase velocity field. We239

first evaluate the change in phase velocities between two sources as a function of their240

distance ∆rs (Fig.4a, shaded area and red dots). We observe average variations in phase241

velocity within [0-20] m.s−1 for short distances ([0-20] m) and above 30 m.s−1 for larger242

distances (>50 m). We fit our observations with a negative exponential function (Fig.4a,243

green line) of the form ∆ϕ×(1−e−∆rs/l). l represents the characteristic distance over244

which the phase velocity variations exhibit significant correlation and ∆ϕ the plateau245

for phase velocity variations at large ∆rs. The best fit is obtained for a correlation length246

of l = 20.3 m (left-most blue dashed line in Fig.4a) and for a scaling factor ∆ϕ = 33.6247

m.s−1. The correlation length of 20m, i.e. the spatial resolution, corresponds to half of248

the inter-receiver distance (purple dashed-dotted line in Fig.4a) and nearly one-seventh249

of the wavelength (114m; half wavelength in black dotted line in Fig.4a). Such a reso-250

lution is thus notably better than that obtained in previous applications (Chmiel, Roux,251

et al., 2021) and with conventional methods (Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021). Conventional252

phase velocity maps are typically generated through surface wave tomography and re-253

quire spatial regularization, resulting in a spatial resolution of about twice the inter-receiver254

distance (here c. 100 m; Fig.1), thus five times lower than presently. Such a difference255

makes irrelevant at small scale (< 100m) the comparison between the travel-time tomography-256

based velocity field and the SMI-based velocity field (Fig. 3; Fig. S3). Our approach not257

only enables remote imaging of damaged zones but also facilitates mapping at the nec-258

essary spatial resolution to investigate rapid phase velocity changes in highly heteroge-259

neous regions. In our setup, this resolution allows us to preserve local phase velocity het-260

erogeneities that are otherwise hindered (Fig. S3). This enhanced resolution is partic-261

ularly important as fine-scale heterogeneity likely indicates a complex 3-D medium (Preiswerk262

et al., 2019).263
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Figure 4. (a) Phase velocity variations as a function of source inter-distance averaged over

N=55,266,841 source pairs ( Nsource×(Nsource−1)
2

, red line). A function (green line) of the form

∆ϕ × (1 − e−∆rs/l) is fitted on the data (red dots), yielding a correlation length of l = 20.3 m

(left-most blue dashed line) and a scaling factor ∆ϕ = 33.6 m.s−1. Averaged inter-receivers dis-

tance (45m, dashed dotted purple line) and the investigated wavelength (114m; half wavelength

in dotted black line) are shown. (b) Phase velocity as a function of ice thickness at the source

location, with source-depth color coded. Green line shows the Rayleigh Kernel Sensitivity Kernel

at 11 Hz (as in Fig. 10 in Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021).
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In Figure4b, we explore the influence of glacier geometry (ice thickness) on the vari-264

ations of phase velocity. As ice thickness increases from 0 to 150 m, the phase velocity265

decreases from ∼ 1610 to ∼ 1580 m.s−1. This 30 m.s−1 change is significant as it is greater266

than the upper range of the phase velocity uncertainty (Fig.3c) and likely happens over267

distances larger than the spatial resolution (Fig.4a). Subsequently, as ice thickness in-268

creases to ∼ 250 m, the phase velocity rises back up to ∼ 1600 m.s−1. In Figure S5 we269

show that this evolution does not depend on the region of investigation. We analyze this270

trend (Fig. 4b, red line) alongside the sensitivity kernels for fundamental mode Rayleigh271

waves (Fig. 4b, green line). The kernels show that the seismic waves sensitivity is more272

pronounced in the first 100 to 150 m below the surface and peaks at about 50m. For an273

ice thickness lower than 150m, seismic waves are thus likely sensitive to both the ice (phase274

velocity of ∼ 1580 m.s−1) and the underlying bedrock (phase velocity larger than 2800275

m.s−1; Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021). We suggest that the decrease in phase velocity with276

ice thickness observed in the shallow parts of the glacier (up to ∼ 150 m thick) results277

from the progressively reduced sensitivity to the bedrock. For an ice thickness larger than278

c. 150 m (i.e., beyond the primary sensitivity area), we propose that the increase in phase279

velocity may be linked to reduced ice damage, possibly resulting from fewer crevasses280

away from the glacier’s side (Fig. 3b) as the presence of crevasses tends to reduces the281

phase velocity (Zhan, 2019).282

While the relative ice-bed sensitivity of the wavefield seems to be the primary con-283

trol on phase velocity for ice thicknesses until c. 150 m, we still observe a large variabil-284

ity in this relationship (Fig.4c). We suggest that such a variability may be related to other285

structural features, such as crevasses or debris within the ice (e.g., Fig. 3 in Nanni et286

al., 2022). Another potential cause is the medium anisotropy that we do not resolve for287

here. Comparing our phase velocity map and the anisotropy map proposed by Sergeant288

et al. (2020, Fig. 6; ), however, we do not see a clear correlation. In order to disentan-289

gle the joint influence of ice thickness and ice micro-structure on phase velocity, one could290

investigate phase velocity maps at different frequencies. Additionally, employing a lo-291

cal 1-D inversion based on surface wave dispersion curves (Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021)292

may prove inadequate in this complex 3-D medium. We rather suggest a global 3D ap-293

proach, such as Full Waveform Inversion with viscoelastic modeling. This approach should294

incorporate local measurements of anisotropy and attenuation, particularly in glacier en-295

vironments (Lindner et al., 2019; Sergeant et al., 2020).296

4.2 Applicability and Perspectives297

The pre-requisite of our approach is to dispose of well located and spatially spread298

sources close enough with each other for spatial aliasing to be avoided and Diffraction299

Kernels (DKs) to be properly sampled (Fig. 2). In practice, observing interference fringes300

relies on having at least two points per half-wavelength. This constraint is relatively chal-301

lenging, as phase cycles in the DKs do not solely depend on the frequency, and vary with302

the receiver-source distance (Eqs. 3 and 4; Fig. S2). In our case, the number of icequakes303

located from Matched Field Processing satisfies the spatial aliasing criteria on large parts304

of the glacier surface where an accurate phase velocity inversion can be performed (Fig. 2a-305

b). The application of SMI is therefore particularly applicable to seismogenic environ-306

ments where a network of receivers provides an accurate localization of naturally-induced307

seismic sources.308

Previous studies, at the same location, identified additional seismic sources from309

subglacial water flow (Nanni, Gimbert, Roux, & Lecointre, 2021a) and from diffracting310

objects in the glacier’s central part (Nanni et al., 2022). These tremor-like sources, op-311

erating at different frequencies, may offer supplementary insights into glacier properties.312

Synchronizing these sources poses a challenge since the origin time of a given tremor is313

challenging to define. This synchronization difficulty would affect the use of convolution314

for surface-wave interferometry (Eq. 1). In contrast, correlation-based DKs (Eq. 2) do315
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not require synchronization because of phase cancellation in the correlation process. SMI316

computation would thus rely solely on correlation-based DKs, potentially yielding less317

accurate results than with impulsive sources, especially at low frequency (Chmiel et al.,318

2018). Yet, these additional sources, are nearly ten times more prevalent than crevasse-319

related icequakes (Nanni et al., 2022), potentially compensating for resolution loss through320

statistical significance. Given the inherent challenges in monitoring the ice-bed interface,321

utilizing seismic noise to perform SMI could yield valuable insights into the structural322

characteristics of these areas, which are crucial for understanding glacier bed friction and323

subglacial hydrology (Gimbert, Gilbert, et al., 2021; Gilbert et al., 2022) as well as glacier324

stability (Thøgersen et al., 2019).325

5 Conclusions326

We utilize source-to-receiver spatial reciprocity to transform well-localized seismic327

sources into virtual receivers. Through the calculation of phase interference patterns be-328

tween these virtual receivers, we obtain a phase velocity map in otherwise inaccessible329

areas using Seismic Michelson Interferometry. The resulting map is derived at the seis-330

mic sources location, extending beyond the boundaries of the receiver array deployment.331

Notably, we observe changes in phase velocity related to ice thickness and crevasse pres-332

ence with a spatial resolution five times higher than traditional methods. Looking for-333

ward, this approach will enhance our understanding of complex subsurface changes in334

mechanical properties in a more nuanced and comprehensive manner, particularly in ar-335

eas previously considered inaccessible. Finally, we argue that our approach is neither lim-336

ited to glacier environments nor to the presence of impulsive sources, therefore leaving337

opportunities in expanding its application to a wide variety of seismogenic environments.338

6 Open Research339

The codes used to localize seismic sources are described and available via https://340

lecoinal.gricad-pages.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/resolve/ (last access: 19/12/2023)341

under a creative commons attribution 4.0 inter- national license. The data derived from342

the matched-field-processing (i.e., 29 sources localizations per second over 34 days and343

for 20 frequency bands) together with 1 day of raw seismic signal recorded over the 98344

seismic stations are available via Nanni, Gimbert, Roux, and Lecointre (2021b) under345

a creative commons attribution 4.0 inter- national license (Nanni et al., 2022). The com-346

plete set of raw seismic data can be found via Roux et al. (2021) under a creative com-347

mons attribution 4.0 international license. The complementary data associated with the348

dense array experiment, including the actives crevasses identification, are available via349

Nanni, Gimbert, and RESIF (2021) under a creative commons attribution 4.0 interna-350

tional license (Gimbert, Nanni, et al., 2021).351
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